TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS

Publications are available by mail order from our website http://www.texasspeleologicalsurvey.org, by direct purchase from Directors, and/or through sales at Texas Speleological Association functions. See ordering directions at: Texas Speleological Survey

PRC 176/R4000
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712-1100.

You can help support Texas speleology by sending us information, photos, and maps of Texas caves. These files will aid research and conservation efforts for years to come.

s&h = shipping and handling | sb = softbound | January 2016 edition

AVAILABLE FOR SALE

NEW AND POPULAR PUBLICATIONS

• TSS Map Collection Download. Contains over 1766 cave maps from 56 Texas counties, plus an Excel™ spreadsheet listing maps, counties and file sizes. Periodically updated. $10.


• 50 Years of Texas Caving by Carl Kunath. Available directly from author

OTHER TSS PUBLICATIONS

KARST AWARENESS/EDUCATION SERIES

• Karst of the Urban Corridor: Bell, Bexar, Comal, Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties. 2014. Kevin W. Stafford with Katherine Arens. 114 pp. $20 + $5 s&h.

BULLETINS (area surveys and guides)


**MONOGRAPHS** (scientific series)


**TSS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS** (not numbered; varied topics)


**HISTORICAL REPRINTS**


**NON-TSS PUBLICATIONS**


4. *1994 NSS Convention Program*. FREE by request with mail order or direct sale.


**TSS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE** (varied topics; may be available by special request):


**OUT-OF-PRINT /OPEN ACCESS PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE AS DOWNLOADABLE PDFS**

**HISTORICAL REPRINTS**

1. *Geomorphology and Hydrogeology of the Edwards Plateau Karst, Central Texas*. Ernst H.
Kasting. 274 pp., 177 figures, 21 tables, 6 separate plates in appendices. 74.5 MB.

**MONOGRAPHS** (scientific series)


**EXCERPTS** from the *1994 NSS Convention Guidebook: The Caves and Karst of Texas*

**TSS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS**

- **The Cave of Denton County.** 1967. Ronald G. Fieseler and Michael Moody. 5 pp. 1 cave, 1 map.

**TSS, VOLUME I**

- **Additions and Corrections to the Checklist.** 1962. James R. Reddell. 4 pp.

**TSS, VOLUME II**


**TSS, VOLUME III**


**TSS, VOLUME IV**


**TEXAS NATURAL SCIENCE CENTER PUBLICATIONS**
